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 A child is a full of wonders. For him there is a lot to explore and a lot more to discover, we as their Guardians need to 

provide them conducive environment which nurture their curiosity and creativity. 

In this era of globalisation, the parameters of education have changed and broadened to a large extent. We at LAS 

endeavour to provide an all round development and sound moral base in the disciplined classrooms and one energetic 

sports session. LAS comprise of junior wing-Pre Nursery to class IV and the senior wing has classes V to XII. Our flowering 

buds, barely 3, are bewildered and hesitant to leave the warm surroundings at home. But when they walk into LAS, are 

totally absorbed. LAS world is vibrant with colorful hues where there is room for growth in all the fields; educational, 

social and physical. The teachers use play-way, child friendly method in the pre primary section. Whereas classes I to IV 

are more subject based but quite modern. Music, Art and games are our children's constant companions with great 

emphasis on the development of their artistic skill. In the senior to nurture the inquisitive is spirit of the children and 

encourage their scientific temperament enabling them to reach their fullest potential 

 

Our Pride and Glory  

Our students have been adding feather to our cap by delivering wonderful results every year. Our Toppers of Class XII 

AISSCE are:-  

 PARAS AGARWAL_District Rrank_1 and ADITI AGARAWL_District Rank_2 

 PARAS AGARAL   98.85% 

 ADITI AGARWAL  97.2% 

 ABHINAV MISHRA  96.4% 

 ARNAV JASIWAR  96.2% 

 SNEHA AGARWAL  96.0% 

 ABHYANSH AGARWAL  95.0% 

 VAIBHAV TRIGUNAYAT  94.6% 

 VANSH AGARWAL  94.4% 

 GARGI AGARWAL  93.2% 

 SANYA MISHRA    

 NIYATI JAIN    

 

Our class 10 students have been equally bright and have given good results:- ANYA SINGH District Rrank_1 

 

 ANYA SINGH   98.80% 

 BHANU PARTAP SINGH DEV 98.0% 

 YASH SINGH   97.4% 

 VIRAJ AGARWAL   

 UTKASRSH AGARWAL 

 VARSHIKA KASHYAP  97.0% 

 MEDHAVIN TIWARI  96.8% 

 SHOBHIT KUMAR BHARTI 96.6% 

 SHREYA SHEKHAR  96.4% 

 ARYAN KUMAR GWAL 

 SHRADDHEY KASHYAP   

 ABHAY AGARWAL 

 SARVANGI GUPTA 

 

 HIMANSHI SAXENA  

 PUSHKAL AGARWAL 

 AKARSH AGARWAL 

 

93.0% 

97.2% 

96.2% 

96.0% 



 

Proud moments  

1. LOVEPREET SINGH won a silver medal in Discus throw and bronze medal in Short putt throw and qualified for 

the C.B.S.E. National Athletic Championship 

2. ASHMITA SINGH has been selected for Open Girls swimming competition at State Level after bagging second 

prize at regional level in Butterfly and Back stroke swimming styles. 

3. RAGHAV RAMAN SHUKLA won district Badminton Championship. 

4. School singing team stood 1st at domain level group singing competition organised by Bharat Vikas Parishad in 

Bareilly. 

5. MADURESH GUPTA won 2nd prize in Inter School Chess Championship. 

6. UJJWAL SHARMA secured 3rd place in the Science competition conducted by Jila Vigyan Club in Rama Inter 

College Pilibhit. The topic was Environmental Concern. 

7. On the occasion of Hindi Diwas a conclave on “Hindi Hain Hum” was organised by the Madhuban Educational 

Books. Mr.MAIKU LAL GANGWAR was chosen on National Level for his contribution and efforts in the field of 

teaching Hindi as a language in schools. 

8. Director Dr. Sanjeev Agarwal was honoured with an appreciation award by Rotary Club for support and 

contribution in towards Dussehra Mela successful.  

 

 

Activities and Performances  

 Angels Fest has been organised in the month of July; a week long activities gave the students the students an 

amazing opportunity to show case their potential. 

 The School’s quarterly Newsletter CAMPUSBUZZ has been released regularly and is uploaded on website. 

 Little Angels School organised MUN on 21 & 22 November. MUN is a stimulation of the United Nation that 

encourages the teenagers to take on roles of world leaders. It consist various committees similar to those in 

United Nations. We have always valued the way MUN has provided the required platform to the young minds to 

discuss, deliberate and dream to resolve subjects of Global and National concern. The students govern firsthand 

experience on the art of negotiation and skill of diplomatic persuasion by playing the role of diplomats 

representing the nation. 

 

 

 

 

 


